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Expo continued on page 4

Mindy Carlson (Minnesota LTAP), Teresa Washington (College of Continuing Education, CCE), Sandy 
McCully (MnDOT), and Lori Graven (CCE) welcomed expo participants with open arms.

Special 12-page iSSue: 
Spring maintenance expo focuses on safety 
Safety was a key theme of the 2011 Minnesota 
Spring Maintenance Training Expo held April 
12–13 in St. Cloud. Topics included the Safety 
Edge pavement technique, roundabouts, and 
the Toward Zero Deaths initiative. Several 
articles summarizing expo sessions appear on 
pages 4–7.

“It’s important to stay safe—we all know 
what can happen if we don’t,” said Jim 
Grothaus, director of Minnesota LTAP,  who 
opened the expo. “It’s important for you to stay 
safe and the public to stay safe,” he said.

Grothaus is the son of Henry Grothaus, 
a former Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) highway safety engineer. As a child, 
he said he was “bored to death with talk about 
highway safety.” But he later asked his father 
why he had gone into traffic safety. He found 
out it was a personal issue for his father, who 
had seen the tragic results—his nephew was 
paralyzed when his car went off the road, hit a 

Minnesota hosts NACE annual conference
The National Association of County Engineers 
(NACE) held its annual conference in 
Minneapolis April 17–21, and not surprisingly, 
many Minnesotans were involved.

Minnesota County Engineers Association 
(MCEA) president Doug Fischer (Anoka 
County) and Jim Grube (Hennepin County) 
served as conference co-chairs.

A big highlight was the announcement of Greg 
Isakson of Goodhue County as 2010 National 
County Engineer of the Year. Isakson, a member 
of the Minnesota LTAP Steering Committee, 
currently serves as the NACE state director rep-
resenting Minnesota.  

One of the speakers in session titled “Going 
Green, Horizontally and Vertically,” was 
Professor John Gulliver of the University 
of Minnesota. He discussed recent research 

involving stormwater treatment (see related arti-
cle on page 6). Mindy Carlson, Minnesota LTAP 
program coordinator, moderated the session. 

Many other Minnesotans served on conference 
committees, gave presentations, and moderated 
sessions.

Jim Grothaus (left) presenting a Roads Scholar certificate to one 
of the 2010 grads, Robin Bowman

Phil Demery, NACE president, with Greg Isakson and Ken Stone, NACE 
awards chair (photo by Greg Jensen, courtesy of NACE)

Expo sponsors were Minnesota LTAP, the Minnesota Local Road Research Board, 
the Minnesota Department of Transportation, the Minnesota Street Superintendents 
Association, and the American Public Works Association–Minnesota Chapter. The 
University’s College of Continuing Education facilitated the event.

Five years. Hundreds of workshops and semi-
nars. Seventy-one graduates. That’s the tally for 
Minnesota LTAP’s Roads Scholar program. 

A Roads Scholar graduation ceremony kicked 
off the spring expo. Jim Grothaus, director of 
Minnesota LTAP, explained that the Roads 
Scholar program awards a certificate to mainte-
nance workers who complete a variety of train-
ing workshops and programs. 

Grothaus thanked the city and county super-
visors who gave their employees time to com-
plete the program. “It’s important to find ways 
to grow professionally,” he said. 

Grothaus said he has heard some great stories 
since the program began. LTAP sends press 
releases out to local newspapers to congratulate 
the graduates. One graduate was so proud that 
he took the clipping to his mom in a nursing 
home. The graduate “made a career in pub-
lic works. The story made his mom proud,” 
Grothaus said. 

A yearbook honoring the graduates is 
inserted with this newsletter. LTAP

—Trisha Collopy, LTAP freelancer

Roads Scholars honored 
at expo

NACE continued on page 8
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Preventing heat illness: 
OSHA resources
The U.S. Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA) has launched a nationwide 
outreach campaign to raise awareness among work-
ers and employers about the hazards of working 
outdoors in hot weather. Educational resources 
give workers and employers information about 
heat illnesses and how to prevent them. There are 
also training tools for employers to use and post-
ers to display at their worksites. Many of the new 
resources target vulnerable workers with limited 
reading skills or who do not speak English as a first 
language. Learn more at www.osha.gov/SLTC
/heatillness. LTAP

Where do you look when you have a question about 
traffic safety? The Highway Safety Manual (HSM), 
available through the American Association of State 
Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), 
has substantive answers to roadway safety questions. 
The manual, published in 2009, provides a single 
source for safety information and tools in a form 
that facilitates data-based decision making. It pro-
vides a scientific means for identifying, analyzing, 
and solving safety problems on roadways.

At three volumes and more than 1,000 pages, 

the HSM could be overwhelming, and some local 
agencies may be uncertain how to use it. An article 
created by the Michigan LTAP introduces the HSM 
to local agencies and explains how it is applicable 
to them. The article is available on the Minnesota 
LTAP Safety Technical Topics page: www.mnltap
.umn.edu/topics/safety.

Read more about the HSM on the AASHTO 
Highway Safety Manual website (www
.highwaysafetymanual.org), which includes a video 
introducing the manual. LTAP

The Federal Highway Administration’s “Training, 
Tools, Guidance and Countermeasures for Locals” 
web page—safety.fhwa.dot.gov/local_rural
/training— has links to many helpful documents, 
including the following:

• Noteworthy Practices: Addressing Safety on 
Locally Owned and Maintained Roads—A 
Domestic Scan 

• Local Rural Road Owners Manual (three manu-
als, one each on Intersection Safety, Roadway 
Departure Safety, and Safety Information 
Analysis)

• Implementing the High Risk Rural Roads 
Program 

• Local Roads Safety Resource CD 
• Safety Circuit Rider Best Practices Guide 
• Road Safety Tools for Local Agencies 
• Roadway Safety Guide
• Maintenance of Drainage Features for Safety 
• Maintenance of Signs and Sign Supports 
• W-Beam Guardrail Repair 
 The FHWA Office of Operations has released 

the latest version of its guidebook—Work Zone 
Operations: Best Practices Guidebook 2011—that 
includes information on and points of contact for 
experts on current best practices for improving 
work-zone safety and mobility. Read more at  
http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/wz/practices/best 
/bestpractices.htm. LTAP

Safety resources from the 
FHWA

Staff of MnDOT’s Maintenance Operations 
Research (MOR), along with the members of 
the MnDOT New Technology, Research, and 
Equipment Committee (NTREC), publish a 
monthly one-page bulletin of their latest news and 
findings. Below is a product from a recent bul-
letin. If you would like to be added to the bulletin 
mailing list, please e-mail Clark Moe of MnDOT 
Maintenance Research at Clark.Moe@dot.state
.mn.us.

Hitch-mounted	core	drill
This core drill is attached to the receiver hitch 

on any half-ton or larger truck. It is powered by a 
16 HP gas engine and can drill holes from 2 inches 
up to 16 inches in diameter. The positioning arm 
swings up to 180 degrees for precision drilling. The 
drill head has the ability to extend about 36 inches 
beyond the side of the vehicle to drill on curbs for 
future sign installation. District 6 Materials Office 
staff is responsible for all the coring activities within 

District 6. They will also assist the bridge crews, 
sign crews, and maintenance crews. They will evalu-
ate this system for its durability, accuracy, speed, 
and overall ability to meet their coring needs. 

For more information, contact Chris Dulian, 
District 6 Materials senior engineer, 507-286-7579, 
or see www.kor-it.com. LTAP

Maintenance Research corner

Hitch-mounted core drill

Highway Safety Manual article on LTAP website

New Steering Committee 
member
The Minnesota LTAP 
Steering Committee has a 
new member: Jeff Hulsether. 
Jeff is the city engineer of 
Brainerd. He succeeds Mike 
Sheehan as the representative 
of the LRRB on the commit-
tee. Thank you, Mike, and 
welcome, Jeff! LTAP

Jeff Hulsether
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lRRb uPdateThe Local Road Research Board is a 
major supporter of Minnesota LTAP

The LRRB, in conjunction with Minnesota LTAP, 
is seeking research proposal summaries for FY2012 
Local Operational Research Assistance (OPERA) 
Program  funding. 

The LRRB’s Local OPERA Program was estab-
lished to encourage and fund applied research and 
assist in developing innovations relating to methods, 
materials, and equipment used in the construction 
and maintenance operations of local government 
transportation organizations.

Information about the program and the electronic 
application are available online at www.mnltap.umn
.edu/About/Programs/OPERA. Proposals submitted 
to Mindy Carlson at Minnesota LTAP on or before 
Monday, September 19, 2011, will be given top pri-
ority for funding. LTAP

OPERA now accepting 
2012 funding proposals

Project	leader: Tom Struve 
(Struve is now with the City of 
Minnetonka)

Agency: City of Eagan

Phone: 651-675-5315

Problem: Maintenance manag-
ers in the City of Eagan have 
historically been challenged to allocate and real-
locate resources during winter snow and ice con-
trol operations. Assigned drivers and snow routes 
depend upon problem-free operations to ensure 
that resources are spread evenly and safely through-
out the community’s streets, sidewalks, and trails. 
When problems occurred, managers were forced 
to depend on radio and telephone communication 
to obtain status information and reallocate workers 
and equipment.

Solution: The city equipped part of the winter 
vehicle fleet with automated vehicle location (AVL) 
technology, allowing managers to observe real-time 

operations from any computer 
terminal and adjust resources 
immediately via telephone and 
radio communications. 

Procedure: The City of Eagan 
implemented a prototype AVL 
program during February of 
2008, and 12 permanently 
mounted units were installed in 

half of the city’s winter vehicle fleet. After the equip-
ment vendor indicated the software could track 
additional real-time and reportable information, the 
permanent installations were removed and modified 
into interchangeable portable units. The equipment 
vendor then created “button boxes” that drivers 
could use while in the field. Transmitter/receiver 
units were used to send a signal to the software pro-
gram, creating accurate GPS data points at locations 
where the buttons were pressed.

Results: Maintenance operations managers suc-
cessfully used the AVL equipment to monitor 
plow progress and allocate resources to maximize 

efficiency and public safety. Throughout the pro-
totype period, city staff also discovered numerous 
additional uses for the system, particularly using the 
button boxes.  For example, AVL equipment allowed 
snow route employees to gather data about potholes 
and sightline issues instead of sending staffers out in 
early spring to identify problem areas.  The system 
was also used to identify winter parking violations 
and map their locations. 

Approximate	Cost: $10,000

Implementation: Due to budget restrictions, the 
City of Eagan is proposing to continue funding for 
the year-round use of only four AVL units. If fund-
ing is available, the units will be used for many data 
point collection uses and partial management of 
snow and ice operations. The system will also be 
used in the event of emergency response situations, 
such as wind storms, to gather real-time damage 
information. 

Status: Complete LTAP

oPeRa spotl ight: City of Eagan Automated Vehicle Location

The Exchange regularly highlights projects completed under the LRRB’s Local Operational Research Assistance Program (Local OPERA). A sample from the 2010 OPERA annual 
report is reprinted above. The report is available at www.mnltap.umn.edu/opera. Project fact sheets, along with the full project reports, are posted on the OPERA website as they 
are completed throughout the year. All are available at www.mnltap.umn.edu/opera. 

A project recently completed at the University of 
Minnesota’s Supply Chain & Operations Research 
Laboratory (SCORLAB) will help county-level 
maintenance supervisors make the most efficient 
use of their snow removal fleets. With funding from 
the Minnesota Local Road Research Board and St. 
Louis County, the SCORLAB team developed a 
decision-support system tailored to the needs of St. 
Louis County’s snowplow operations managers.

The system allows supervisors to determine the 
number of labor hours necessary to complete a 
snow removal operation depending on the type 
of winter storm. It also assists in optimizing plow 
routes and deployment decisions, such as when it 
will be necessary to call out additional drivers and 
incur overtime costs. Also included is a computer 
program capable of evaluating the economic bene-
fits of employing contract workers or implementing 
split or staggered shifts. 

Although this system was designed specifically 
for St. Louis County, the research team said the 

methodologies employed here could be combined 
with local data and applied to any area. 

Read more about or download Optimal Workforce 
Planning and Shift Scheduling for Snow and Ice 
Removal (MnDOT 2011-03) at www.lrrb.org. LTAP

A new MnDOT synthesis—Snow Plow Cutting 
Edges for Improved Plowing Performance, Reduced 
Blade Wear, and Reduced Surface Impacts 
(TRS1101)—provides a single source that mainte-
nance managers may use for purchasing and using 
snowplow cutting edges. Most of the research is 
focused on plow performance and blade wear. Some 
of the research also discusses the adverse impact of 
edges on surfaces and raised objects (manhole cov-
ers, expansion joints, etc.). The synthesis is available 
for download at www.lrrb.org. LTAP 

The Anoka County Highway Department is the first 
county in the state to use the design-build construc-
tion process for road construction. The project will 
reconstruct a stretch of Main Street in Coon Rapids 
and Blaine.

Main Street reconstruction is scheduled to be 
completed in fall 2012. Prior to choosing design-
build, reconstruction was scheduled to be done 
piecemeal over an eight-year period. In 2009, 

Minnesota enacted legislation giving counties the 
authority to use the design-build process. MnDOT 
began using design-build in 1996.

With traditional road construction projects, con-
tractors are given a detailed project design plan on 
which to base their bids. Under design-build, con-
tractors submit proposals based on general project 
requirements. Once a bid is accepted, the contractor 
handles all phases of the project. LTAP

Decision-support system optimizes snowplow routes, 
minimizes costs

Plow cutting edges are 
topic of new synthesis

Anoka County first to use design-build system for road 
project
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Maintenance exPo
City turns leaf removal into revenue source

mailbox and an embankment, and then rolled.
“He was 21 and thought, ‘I could make a differ-

ence here,’” Jim Grothaus said. Some of the initia-
tives his father worked on as a FHWA highway 
safety engineer included helping implement new 
mailbox standards and policies and helping change 
design standards for ditch slopes and approaches.

As director of LTAP, Jim Grothaus gets a lot of 
mail about highway safety issues. Minnesota has a 
strong record on safety, yet the state has 350 to 400 
traffic fatalities a year.

“That’s still a lot of people who die on our roads, 
even though we’re one of the safer states,” Grothaus 
said. LTAP

—Trisha Collopy, LTAP freelancer

Expo from page 1

At a time when cities and counties are examining 
their core services for cuts, one rural town has man-
aged to turn leaf disposal into black gold.

The City of Hutchinson owns and operates 
Creekside Soil, which not only diverts Hutchinson’s 
leaves and grass from local landfills, but also com-
posts yard waste from seven nearby cities. Creekside 
sells the bagged compost to some of the largest gar-
den centers in Minnesota and Iowa.

The city launched the center 10 years ago, after 
rethinking its old way of collecting leaves from resi-
dents, Hutchinson public works director John Olson 
said at the 2011 Spring Maintenance Training Expo.

“We wanted to see if there was a different way we 
could do leaf removal in Hutchinson,” Olson said. 

Fixed	cost
Leaf removal is a large fixed cost for most 

Midwestern cities, Olson said. “Every agency spends 
a lot of money and effort on leaves.” Those costs 
include leaf removal, waste disposal, and equipment 
costs. If residents bring their leaves to a compost 
site, cities have to pay to staff the sites, often at odd 
hours.

“The thing you run into [is that] typically the resi-
dents want to be able to do it when they want to do 
it, and how do you staff that appropriately?” Olson 
said. “The other thing is that no matter how good 
of a job a site monitor does, you end up with plastic 
bags. They end up costing a lot of effort down the 
line.”

Curbside pickup with garbage can also be expen-
sive, he said. 

Some cities have also encouraged residents to 
compost on their own property. But most residents 
don’t have enough space to compost all the leaves 
in their yards every year, so then they end up in the 
garbage and, Olson said, “You ended up landfilling a 
lot of leaves.”

Prior to launching Creekside, Hutchinson had a 
three-pronged approach to leaf gathering: city resi-
dents could bring their leaves to a compost site; they 
could purchase a special compostable bag and have 
leaves picked up with their garbage; or they could 
put them in eco-friendly garbage bags. 

“That seemed to work OK, but we wanted to see 
if we could do better,” Olson said. Participation in 
the city’s compostable bag program was low. It cost 
money to staff the disposal site. And, even with the 
monitors, too much plastic was ending up in com-
post, which cost the city extra to process as solid 
waste. 

New	approach
The city wanted to try 

a new approach, Olson 
said. Employees settled 
on a strategy of collecting 
leaves at the gutter with 
a leaf vacuum. Residents 
would rake the leaves out 
to the gutter. 

“It ended up being a 
win-win,” Olson said. 
“Property owners win, 
because they don’t have 
to buy special bags. If 
they want, they can still 
haul out to a disposal site 
during normal working 
hours.”

The city found that the 
vacuums were less expensive than using a street 
sweeper. The machines chopped up the leaves into 
pieces, which started the mulching process before 
the material made it to the compost site. Finally, by 
taking the leaves directly to the compost site, the 
city avoided additional hauling or storing costs.

Once the program started, the city had a big drop 
in the amount of leaves that ended up in the gar-
bage, Olson said. 

In the first year of the program, some residents 
thought the city was opening a checkbook to any-
one who wanted to dump trash in the gutter. To 
avoid that, the city launched an extensive education 
campaign and told residents that it wouldn’t clean 
the curbside piles if they had anything but leaves in 
them. After a few houses were skipped and tagged 
early on, neighbors put peer pressure on each other 
to keep the piles clean, Olson said. 

Regional	compost	producer
Since the start of the program, Creekside has 

grown into a regional compost producer. General 
Manager Doug Johnson said the facility takes in 
20,000 to 30,000 tons of yard waste a year and 
sells the bagged compost in the five-state area. 
Customers include Bachman’s, Gertens, Linder’s, 
and Home Depot. 

Demand is growing for the compost and from 
other cities that want to divert more yard waste 
from landfills, Johnson said. The facility processes 
yard waste from eight cities in McLeod County and 
is talking to Glencoe about adding the service.

Hutchinson residents pay no tip fees to drop off 
compost, Johnson said, and other cities in McLeod 
County have their fees subsidized with a county 

grant. Outside the county, Creekside charges $15 to 
$20 a ton for yard waste, which is much lower than 
the $25 to $30 a ton commercial carriers charge, 
he said. Creekside charges less in part because the 
leaves are already chopped up by sweepers before 
they get to the site.

“We live in farmland. If you charged 5 cents for it 
here, it would end up in ditches,” he said.

Creekside has had its own growing pains. Early 
on, Johnson said he learned not to accept yard 
waste in black bags after the winter wind caught the 
bags and the local newspaper wrote a front-page 
story about how the facility was causing a “black 
snowstorm.”

He said cities don’t have to launch their own com-
post facility to do so, either. A smaller-scale opera-
tion could use a skidsteer to compost yard waste 
down and turn it into rougher compost that could 
be used for parks or given away to residents.

Residents	like	it
There are two services Hutchinson will never 

drop, Olson said: leaf removal and mosquito spray-
ing. By finding a creative way to compost and use 
yard waste, the city was able to give residents a 
higher level of service without losing money.

When the leaf vacuums are out, “we get more 
thumbs up than any other finger,” Olson said. 

“We’re a town of 14,000, and [we] have 500 tons 
of leaves. If you really start thinking about what 
it takes to pick this stuff up and get rid of it, it’s a 
pretty significant cost. If you can keep that cost as 
low as possible and provide the best possible service 
for our residents, I think everybody wins.” LTAP

—Trisha Collopy, LTAP freelancer

Rick Shomion of MnDOT and CTAP instructor Kathy Schaefer described 
a piece of equipment during an expo session.

The exhibition hall was filled with more than 50 vendors displaying and 
demonstrating their equipment.

Hutchinson sells bagged compost to garden centers.
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Safety Edge reduces road departure crashes
Road or lane-departure crashes make up more than 
half of all traffic crashes, especially in rural areas. 
But some states and counties are starting to use a 
new paving technique called the “Safety Edge” to 
reduce those crashes.

By providing a beveled edge, the design gives 
drivers a chance to recover more successfully when 
their car leaves the road, said William Stein, a safety 
engineer with the Federal Highway Administration.

“It’s basically a way to address the issue of edge 
drop-offs,” he said at the 2011 Spring Maintenance 
Expo. He said drivers tend to overcorrect when they 
feel their vehicles leaving the road, which can lead 
to head-on collisions or more severe fishtailing off 
the road. “It’s these kinds of crashes we’re trying to 
address with these pavements.”

The Minnesota Department of Transportation will 
begin requiring the Safety Edge on new state proj-
ects let after July 1. The new rule applies to asphalt 
shoulders that are 6 inches or less in width and 
overlays with a depth of 2 inches or greater, Stein 
said.

Safety improvements by local highway agencies, 
including the Safety Edge, have helped drive traffic 
fatalities in Minnesota to almost historic lows, Stein 
said. The state’s Toward Zero Deaths campaign is 
also a big factor, he said.

“What’s causing these falls in Minnesota and 
across the country, it’s a lot of different things, but in 
my opinion, it’s including you on the maintenance 
end,” he said to those attending the expo. “You guys 
do a lot of things to keep our highways safe, so I 
think you’re part of this trend as well.”

Safety	Edge	in	Minnesota
Many of the crashes in Minnesota are rural, one-

vehicle crashes, Stein said. Nationally, 53 percent of 
crashes are road departure crashes; in Minnesota 

that number is about 50 percent. The percentage is 
higher on rural roads. 

The Safety Edge design adds a 30- to 35-degree 
beveled edge to the side of the pavement. The edge 
is recommended on rural roads with posted speeds 
of 55 mph or greater. The edge helps reduce ero-
sion and a steep vertical drop-off that leads to tire 
scrubbing and to drivers overcorrecting when they 
leave the road, Stein said. Those overcorrections 
lead drivers to swerve and often cause more serious 
crashes, he said.

For county maintenance departments, the Safety 
Edge adds to road-edge durability, he said. 

While the Safety Edge is helpful on all roads, there 
are several roadside locations that have a higher risk 
of road drop-offs, Stein said. They include:

• Horizontal curves: Vehicles can go off-track if 
the road doesn’t have much of a paved shoulder 
or erosion happens in a super-elevated curve. 

• Mailboxes: Postal vehicles can create erosion 
and a more severe drop-off.

• Turnarounds, unpaved pullouts, and 
T-intersections: Vehicles can cause erosion 
when they try to pass left-turning vehicles on 
the shoulder.

• Shaded areas: The road can erode when there is 
no vegetation holding gravel against the pave-
ment edge. 

• Eroded areas with steeper grades: Erosion after 
a heavy storm can cause significant drop-offs at 
the edge of the pavement.

• Asphalt pavement overlays.
“There are a lot of areas out there that don’t have a 

Safety Edge. This is a reminder of some higher risk 
areas to keep your eyes on from a maintenance per-
spective,” he said. 

The Safety Edge is new to Minnesota, but some 
counties, such as Freeborn, have been using it, Stein 

said. He said the Safety Edge can be put in during 
road building or regrading and is a “low-cost or no-
cost” addition with the right equipment.

The Safety Edge is part of an overall roadside sys-
tem, Stein said, which includes a rumble strip, Safety 
Edge, and a clear zone for vegetation. All of those 
features help prevent injury crashes.

“One message I’d like to leave is that you guys 
could really help in maintaining this roadside as 
a system,” he told the audience. “We want to keep 
motorists on the road as much as we possibility can, 
but if they leave the road, we have elements like the 
safety zone, a clear zone that helps prevent crashes 
as much as we possibly can.” LTAP

—Trisha Collopy, LTAP freelancer

Safety Edge page on LTAP site
The Minnesota LTAP website now has a Safety 
Edge page. The new page, with links to a variety of 
resources, is accessible from our Safety Technical 
Topics page: www.mnltap.umn.edu/topics/safety. 

PERA tightens belt
Public employee pensions have 
sparked fierce battles in states such as 
Wisconsin, Illinois, and New Jersey in 
recent months.

But Minnesota’s public employee 
pension funds, far from being on the 
brink of insolvency, are solvent and 
making changes to prepare for the 
future, said Carol Mladek, a repre-
sentative from the Public Employees 
Retirement Association (PERA) at the 
2011 Spring Maintenance Expo.

PERA funds cover 140,000 city, 
county, and school employees, along 
with an additional 15,000 firefight-
ers, police officers, and corrections 
workers.

The fund has come under attack 
recently, with legislators introducing 
bills this year to eliminate the Rule 
of 75 and to roll over the pension to 
a 401(k). But Minnesota has some 
strengths that other troubled state 
pension funds don’t, Mladek said.

“Minnesota is more conservative 
than other states that are making 
headlines,” she said. The state’s pen-
sion fund makes up 1.6 percent of the 
state budget, half the 2.9 percent obli-
gation in pension battleground states 
like New York, New Jersey, or Illinois. 

And unlike Wisconsin, where public 

employees pay nothing into their pen-
sions, in Minnesota, state employees 
pay half the cost of their pensions.

Like other public pension funds, 
PERA lost money during the reces-
sion. Recent headlines have focused 
on its funding levels and its unfunded 
liabilities. Mladek said the largest 
pool is currently funded at 76 percent, 
below the 90 percent actuaries prefer.

But fund managers have made sev-
eral changes to ensure that the fund 
will be solvent, she said.  Some of the 
most significant changes include:

• Reducing retiree pension increases 
from 2.5 percent per year to 1 
percent

• Increasing employee contribu-
tion levels from 6 percent to 6.25 
percent

• Increasing the vesting periods
• Reducing interest in deferred pen-

sions from 3 percent to 1 percent 
per year

• Adding earnings limits for retirees 
who come back to work 

“Our actuaries say we can’t invest 
our way out of this last downturn, 
we can’t raise our contributions even 
higher, so they said, let’s make some 
changes to get us back on track to 
reach our full funding,” she said. “We 

are constantly making changes to 
make sure our pensions are here for 
the long term.”

How	PERA	works
PERA is a traditional pension with 

a required contribution as soon as the 
employee starts work. This is one of 
its strengths, Mladek said, because, 
“whenever people have a choice, espe-
cially when they’re young, they do 
choose not to contribute.”

PERA’s funding comes from 
employers (20.9 percent), employees 
(17.7 percent), and investment earn-
ings (61.4 percent). Mladek said 95 
percent of its earnings go into checks, 
with a small amount in refunds to 
those leaving the system and adminis-
trative costs of 1 percent. 

Although PERA lost money during 
the recession, the funds, run by the 
State Board of Investment, have so far 
outpaced the S&P 500, Mladek said. 
“So we’re proud of what we’re doing.”

Employees can draw their pensions 
as early as age 55—or earlier, if they 
reach the rule of 90. But because they 
can’t draw Social Security until age 62, 
that remains the most popular retire-
ment age. “Most people need those 
two sources of income, PERA and 

Social Security, to meet their goals,” 
she said.

The pension is based on a simple 
formula, Mladek said. Those who 
were hired before July 1, 1989, can use 
the Rule of 90 to retire with no reduc-
tion to their pension if their age and 
years of service equal 90. Those who 
don’t qualify under this rule have their 
pension reduced 3 percent for each 
year they are under 65. 

Phased	retirement
Mladek said many people stopped 

at her booth at the expo to ask about 
phased retirement. Phased retirement 
allows employees who are full-time 
to move to part-time status and begin 
drawing some of their retirement with 
no 30-day break.

But, she said, the program is 
employer driven, and the employer 
has to decide whether a worker is a 
candidate. 

The program was developed by 
the Minnesota League of Cities and 
Counties to help employers who 
couldn’t add to their FTE count until 
a worker left, but didn’t want to lose 
all of the experience and knowledge of 
the retiring worker.

“It allows you to step back to 50 
PERA continued on page 6

The Safety Edge is a low-cost or no-cost addition to road building.
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Maintenance is key to strong stormwater systems 
Clogged outlet pipes. Weed-choked 
rain gardens. Sand filters that become 
gullies in heavy storms, flooding 
streams. Wetlands so plugged up they 
need dredging. These are all prob-
lems that could be avoided by regular 
stormwater maintenance and inspec-
tion, said Andrew Erickson, a research 
fellow at the University of Minnesota’s 
St. Anthony Falls Laboratory.  

Erickson and U of M civil engineer-
ing professor John Gulliver completed 
a survey of stormwater maintenance 
practices in 28 Minnesota cities and 
10 Wisconsin cities and counties. 
They found close to 90 percent of sur-
vey respondents inspected or main-
tained stormwater systems once a year 
or less.“The regulatory requirements 
are five years in many cities, and that’s 
what most are doing, but in the long 
run it will cost them more to ignore 
required maintenance, because the 
alternative is replacement,” Erickson 
said at the 2011 Spring Maintenance 
Training Expo. 

Maintenance does take time and 
resources, but even quick visual 
inspections once a year can help catch 
failing systems before they need to 
be dredged or rebuilt. “What we rec-
ommend from the work we’ve been 
doing, the data we’ve been collecting, 
is to get out and inspect once a year. 
BMPs can fail very quickly. If you only 
inspect every five years, 50 percent 
could be failing and you wouldn’t 
know it unless the residents call you,” 
he said. 

Erickson said he and Gulliver would 
like to expand their survey into a 
nationwide database of stormwater 
maintenance practices. 

Factors	reducing	effectiveness
Several factors reduce the effective-

ness of stormwater systems, including 
sediment buildup, litter and debris, 
pipe clogging, and invasive vegetation. 

For underground sediment devices, 

buildup is the top problem, Erickson 
said. For systems like rain gardens and 
swales, vegetation is important for 
them to absorb water, but sediment 
can clog or kill the vegetation, or it 
can become invasive if the system is 
not working properly. In one example, 
Erickson showed a rain garden where 
sediment had choked out the vegeta-
tion after a long dry period in the fall. 
“At that point it’s failed. If we can do 
routine maintenance to prevent this, 
it’s less costly than having to rebuild,” 
he said. 

The cost of rebuilding or dredg-
ing can be significant, Erickson said, 
especially if there’s a risk of the release 
of pollutants. It requires heavy equip-
ment and also the cost of removing 
and disposing of any toxic sediments.

“The rules are changing on what 
you can do with wet pond sediment 
dredged,” he said. “We’re doing work 
on this, looking for other places to put 
or mitigate them so they don’t have to 
go into landfills. It can be a significant 
cost in some cases.”

The data he and his colleagues have 
collected suggest that the maintenance 
cost equals construction cost after five 
years for a $1,000 project, 10 years for 
a $10,000 project, and 25 years for a 
$100,000 project. 

Inspections, on the other hand, can 
be simple, in most cases involving a 
simple driveby or sending out workers 
or interns to maintain the vegetation 
around the system. 

Scheduling	maintenance
So when should workers schedule 

maintenance of stormwater systems? 
Erickson said it’s best to use a tiered 
system based on frequency and cost.

At the bottom tier is routine and 
preventive maintenance, things the 
city should do on a regular and fre-
quent basis such as visual inspec-
tions, capacity testing, litter and 
debris removal, and vegetation and 

groundcover maintenance.
The middle tier includes nonroutine 

items such as tree removal, structural 
repairs, and partial rehabilitation of 
a system. It could include sediment 
removal of a system that is getting 
clogged, but that is a bigger ticket item 
that cities would want to plan for a 
year or two in advance. 

At the top tier is replacement of the 
system with something new. “We want 
to use the bottom two tiers to prevent 
major maintenance. We don’t want to 
have to replace the system. We want to 
do a cheap thing to the whole system,” 
he said. To do that requires that work-
ers get out to check BMPs in a timely 
manner. “A small problem for sedi-
ment can become a big problem very 
quickly,” Erickson said. 

As an example, Erickson said rou-
tine maintenance of a wet pond or 
rain garden would include clearing 
out the vegetation in the winter when 
workers have better access.

“Access is another key,” he said. “You 
have to have access to BMPs to man-
age them. A lot of residents like trees. 
If you let the trees grow up around a 
wet pond, and later have to cut down 

trees to get at the sediments, the resi-
dents are all up in arms. So, do routine 
maintenance to avoid this,” he said. 

Erickson said an online manual and 
inspection templates are available for 
cities that want to establish their own 
schedules through the website  
stormwaterbook.safl.umn.edu. 

“A number of cities are doing 
inspection already,” he said. “We’ve 
tried to collect as much info as pos-
sible from cities [that] are doing it to 
have as much info and know-how as 
possible.”

The templates include a checklist 
that helps cities do historical track-
ing of what they’ve seen in previous 
years and what they recommended for 
maintenance at past inspections. 

The take-home message of the 
stormwater research is that visual 
inspections and maintenance are 
important, Erickson said. “You can use 
it, you can do it annually. You want 
to catch things before they become 
big problems. It is most cost-effective 
if you can do routine maintenance. 
These systems will last for a long time 
if you take care of them,” he said. LTAP

—Trisha Collopy, LTAP freelancer

Vendors discussed their equipment with attendees.

The University of Minnesota finalized an agree-
ment with a Minneapolis startup company to com-
mercialize a device that improves sediment control 
for urban stormwater runoff. The device was devel-
oped at the St. Anthony Falls Laboratory (SAFL), 
with funding from the Minnesota Department of 
Transportation. 

Nicknamed the “SAFL Baffle,” the device is a 
cost-effective method for preventing harmful sedi-
ments in stormwater from reaching Minnesota 
lakes and streams. Several Minnesota cities have 
installed the baffle this spring.

“Urban runoff hits the road, goes into the storm 
sewers, and ends up in receiving water bodies 
like lakes and rivers,” said John Gulliver, a civil 
engineering (CE) professor and co-inventor of the 
SAFL Baffle. “Cities are required to treat urban 
runoff and are trying to figure out how to deal 
with this.” Co-inventors were CE adjunct professor 

Omid Mohseni and graduate student Adam 
Howard.

The SAFL Baffle is installed in a sump—a verti-
cal cylinder that connects two or more sewer pipes. 
The baffle slows down water rushing into the sump 
and prevents it from picking up sediments that 
have settled there during low-flow periods.

Devices currently on the market remove floating 
trash, oil, grease, and heavy metals as well as sedi-
ment. These additional features are often unneces-
sary, because a separate device can be installed at 
the street level to remove trash. A combination of 
a trash-removal device and the SAFL Baffle will do 
the same job as devices currently on the market at 
a fraction of the price.

 Read more about the SAFL Baffle in the May 
2011 CTS Research E-News at www.cts.umn.edu
/Publications/ResearchENews. LTAP

‘SAFL Baffle’ improves sediment control
percent, and bring in someone new with the salary 
they’re saving by you going to 50 percent,” she said.

For other questions about individual benefits or 
recent stories about pensions, Mladek encouraged 
those in the audience to visit the PERA website, 
www.peramn.org.

And she encouraged those in the audience to get 
educated on pension facts and to stand up for their 
benefits. 

“Pensions are the most economical way to fund 
retirement and most secure way to have you live out 
your life in security,” she said. LTAP

—Trisha Collopy, LTAP freelancer
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Safety benefits of roundabouts
A recent study by the National Cooperative 
Highway Research Program (NCHRP) found that 
roundabouts reduce severe-injury crashes by 79 per-
cent and overall crashes by 35 percent. Despite these 
benefits, many drivers and public works employees 
have a love-hate relationship with roundabouts. 
Drivers find them challenging to navigate, and they 
can be a snowplowing challenge in the winter.

William Stein, a safety engineer with the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA), acknowledged 
these frustrations in his presentation at the 2011 
Spring Maintenance Training Expo. “I’m not trying 
to win anybody over on the roundabout issue, but I 
want to give the safety perspective, why safety advo-
cates think they’re a positive thing,” he said. 

Several states have taken the lead in aggressively 
installing roundabouts, including Wisconsin, New 
York, and Washington. Minnesota is close behind, 
Stein said. “Some states are not getting into them 
very much at all,” he said. “But we have good 
momentum in Minnesota.”

The Minnesota Department of Transportation is 
installing some, as are rapidly growing communities 
in Scott, Stearns, and Wright counties. “It seemed to 
grow from the grassroots. It was never something 
that came down from on high,” Stein said. 

How	they	work
Roundabouts work because their entrance geom-

etry reduces speed, improving reaction time and 
reducing the severity of crashes. Traffic flows in one 
direction, paring the number of conflict points from 
32 in a typical four-way intersection to eight in a 
roundabout. 

Roundabouts are also safer for pedestrians 
because traffic is coming from one direction, not 
several. “The key is not just reducing the number of 
conflict points but the type of conflict points,” Stein 
said. “A roundabout eliminates right-angle conflicts 
and simplifies decision making.”

The NCHRP study on roundabouts looked at two 
years of crash data from 55 sites. It found a 100 per-
cent reduction in right-angle crashes and significant 

improvement in all types of crashes compared to 
almost all other types of intersections. “The one 
exception was the all-way stop, where it was basi-
cally a wash,” Stein said.  

A roundabout installed on Highway 13 in Scott 
County in 2005 also showed promising safety 
improvements, Stein said. The site had two fatal 
crashes and 50 injury crashes between 2000 and 
2005. County workers had tried several lower-cost 
options, including larger stop signs, striping, and 
flashing lights, with limited results. 

The roundabout, which cost $725,000, cut injury 
crashes by 79 percent and all crashes by 76 percent, 
Stein said. 

“I have to be clear, roundabouts are not appro-
priate for every situation. If you need to favor one 
direction, they’re not conducive,” Stein said. He also 
said that snow removal and pothole patching can be 
a challenge in a roundabout, and should be consid-
ered in the design (see related article on page 9). 

Education	and	buy-in
It’s important for cities and counties installing 

roundabouts to educate the public about how to use 
them, Stein said. Multilane roundabouts are espe-
cially baffling to drivers. “We need to keep educat-
ing the public,” he said. 

The FHWA has a video on its website, and closer 
to home, Wright County led an effort to create a 
video on roundabouts, which it then sent to local 
cable-access channels. 

It’s also important to get buy-in from the county 
workers who will be maintaining a new roundabout. 
“As these things are designed, working with, getting 
maintenance guys at table is important,” Stein said. 
“There are things that can be done to make them 
more maintainable. Maybe an area where snow can 
be stored more effectively, maybe a way to light the 
intersection better.” LTAP

—Trisha Collopy, LTAP freelancer

One study found roundabouts reduce severe-injury crashes by 79 per-
cent (photo: David Gonzales, MnDOT)

Toward Zero Deaths program makes 
progress
A decade into its Toward Zero Deaths (TZD) ini-
tiative, Minnesota continues to make progress in 
reducing highway deaths.

At the 2011 Spring Maintenance Training Expo, 
Assistant State Traffic Engineer Cassandra Isackson 
said TZD is a multi-agency initiative that aims to 
reduce fatalities and serious injuries on Minnesota’s 
roads to zero. TZD focuses on four core principles: 
enforcement, engineering, education, and emer-
gency medical services.

Since it kicked off in 1991, traffic fatalities have 
declined from an average of more than 600 a year to 
421 fatal crashes in 2009 and 411 last year, Isackson 
said. The state’s goal is to cut that number to 350 by 
2014, she said at the expo. “That would be a historic 
low for us.”

Isackson began her presentation by highlighting 
some myths about traffic safety. One is the myth 
that winter is the most dangerous time to be driv-
ing in Minnesota. In fact, she said, one third of 
all crashes occur in the three months of summer. 
Another myth is that rural roads are safer because 
there is less traffic. Actually, two-thirds of all fatal 
crashes occur in rural areas, she said. 

Before TZD, MnDOT’s approach to highway 
safety focused on state roads (i.e., those it is respon-
sible for) and all crash types. But because so many 
serious and fatal crashes are in rural areas on the 
local road system, Isackson said, the department 
has broadened its efforts to all roads and now 
shares federal safety money with local road authori-
ties. And instead of looking at all crashes, most of 
which occur at urban, signalized intersections, it 
now focuses on serious and fatal crashes. “That’s 
shifting the focus of how we spend money and the 
kinds of projects we do,” she said. She noted that 
MnDOT is developing safety plans for every county 
in Minnesota that identify high-priority safety strat-
egies and location-specific safety projects. 

A key goal of the TZD program is looking for new 
technologies to address safety concerns. Isackson 
showed video clips and highlighted some new traffic 
safety and engineering improvements, including:

• The state’s saturation traffic enforcement efforts 
to target certain driver behavior in high-crash 
areas. 

• Cable barriers as a good strategy for preventing 
lane departures. 

• New efforts to stop high-speed crashes on 
curves, including LED-enhanced flashing 
lights that improve sign visibility at night 
and also help during the day. The lights are 
solar-powered.

• Pulsing signs on divided highways that tell driv-
ers in the median when it’s safe to cross. 

“We read crash reports all the time [in which] 
drivers made it to the median, stopped, still got hit,” 
she said. “We’re working on technology to remind 
drivers to look again.”

While traffic engineering improvements are a 
huge component of driver safety, Isackson said 
improvements in vehicle design also add to safety 
and reduce the number of road fatalities. 

She showed a crash-test of a 2009 Chevy Malibu 
crushing the front half of a 1959 Chevy Bel Air. The 
driver in the Bel Air would have died instantly, she 
said, while the driver in the Malibu would have had 
a knee injury. 

“It’s actually a good thing they don’t make ’em like 
they used to. Cars have gotten much safer,” she said. 
LTAP

—Trisha Collopy, LTAP freelancer

A new advanced highway design class will 
be offered this fall through the University of 
Minnesota’s Department of Civil Engineering. The 
two-credit course—CE 5180, Special Topics section 
002—meets on Wednesdays from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m. 
and will be team-taught by Professor Gary Davis, 
Howard Preston of CH2M Hill, and Ann Johnson, 
faculty director of the University’s Construction 
Management degree program. 

Topics will include highway safety, capacity 
and level of service, interchange and intersection 
design, signal design, roundabouts, and highway 
design trends such as context-sensitive design 
and complete streets. Although CE 4201 Highway 
Design is a prerequisite, practitioners can obtain 
special permission to take the class.

In addition to traditional lectures, guest speakers 
will be invited to present, and students will work 
in AutoCAD Civil 3D to implement actual highway 
design ideas.  

For more information about the course, contact 
Johnson at johns421@umn.edu. Registration infor-
mation is online at www.onestop.umn.edu. LTAP

Advanced highway design 
class this fall 
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In a NACE conference session, Kevin Gutknecht, 
MnDOT director of communications, provided use-
ful ideas about how to work with the media.

He observed that Americans think the news 
media are useful and important—but that they also 
think the media are more influenced by power-
ful interests than by what’s good for society. “And 
people think the local media [are] more trustworthy 
than national media. So when you need to com-
municate with the public, ask yourself, ‘Who serves 
the public that I want to reach—a reporter from 
the local newspaper or one from a national media 
outlet?’”

He also pointed out that, “With today’s competi-
tive 24/7 news cycle, you have to get the news out 
fast or it might never get out at all—and that means 
you may need to compromise on depth of informa-
tion in order to be heard. The good news is that 
the media crave information about transportation, 
and that puts us in a strong position because we’re 
the best source. But each reporter wants to find 
a different angle on the story. So you’ll be ques-
tioned more—and in fact, your credibility might be 
questioned.”

Next Gutknecht asked the rhetorical question, 
“What makes news news?”—and answered his ques-
tion twice: as seen by the media themselves and as 
seen by the public. “The media care about proxim-
ity; they’re mostly interested in what happens in 
their immediate vicinity. Also, they’re looking for 
conflict. If someone opposes you, that’s when it 
becomes news. And the media’s favorite conflict is 
one between a homeowner and government.” From 
the public’s perspective, he said news means issues 
about money. “So they’re very interested in snow-
plowing, road construction, speed limits, and litter.”

Communicate	to	the	public	through	the	media
Gutknecht said the job of the county engineer is 

to provide the media with clear, accurate, timely, 
and consistent information—because “that’s how 
you can help inform, educate, and involve citizens. 
That’s why it’s critical to the success of your agency 
to have good working relationships with the media.”

“When you need to give out information,” he con-
tinued, “the first decision is: Who’s going to handle 
it? A staff member? You? Or some other subject-
matter expert? Next, decide how to communicate. 
And today, you have to develop both a traditional 
media strategy and a social media strategy. Will you 
get the news out by phone, e-mail, or by holding 
a news conference? Or should you use Facebook, 
Twitter, or YouTube? News releases are a good 
option because they allow you to send complex 
information to several media outlets simultaneously. 
At MnDOT, we’ve found that Twitter is a good 
way to send out our news releases. And YouTube 
has changed the nature of TV and video because 

it allows stories to remain available for extended 
periods.”

Choose	the	right	medium	for	the	message
Gutknecht characterized the various types of 

media that might want to interview an engineer: 
“The nature of TV makes reporters hungry for 
action. Also, they’re usually working on short dead-
lines. If you want to provide in-depth coverage of an 
issue, local cable TV is a good option. It’s a natural 
for transportation and transit projects.”

Next Gutknecht pointed out that, in general, TV 
and print media are talking to different audiences. 
“People who read print media usually have more 
advanced education,” he said, quoting a 2009 study 
by the consulting firm iMedia Advisory. “Print can 
give you more in-depth treatment and it automati-
cally lends a certain weight to the content. And their 
stories tend to stick around longer.”

“While print media are having trouble surviving, 
radio is doing great,” he continued. “About 85 per-
cent of people 12 years or older listen to radio every 
day. They typically listen to several stations, tun-
ing in for short periods of time. Radio stories have 
less impact initially; you tend to forget the content 
because there’s always another story right after-
wards. But the audience tends to be captive—often 
in the car.”

Control	the	interview;	don’t	be	controlled
To illustrate how not to be interviewed, Gutknecht 

showed a video clip from The Bob Newhart Show 
in which Dr. Hartley is cajoled into an interview by 
a flirty TV host who proceeds to reveal herself as a 
diabolical attack journalist. The moral of the story, 
Gutknecht said, is to decide if it’s a good idea to 
allow yourself to be interviewed in the first place. 
Then he provided tips on how an engineer can 
maintain control when being interviewed.

Before the interview
“Be prepared! Contact your public affairs person, 

information coordinator, or other department heads 
for background on the reporter or the media out-
let—and arrange to have those colleagues present 
during the interview. Be sure to inform your orga-
nization that you’re going to do the interview. When 
setting up the interview, ask the reporter what 
the scope will be—and who else has been inter-
viewed—and what the deadline is. On TV, think 
about where you want to be interviewed and pay 
attention to the background of the camera shot. Get 
out of your office; you look like a bureaucrat there. 
Be interviewed where there’s action, like a job site. 
To prepare yourself, answer these questions: Why 
am I conducting the interview? Who is my audience 
and why do they care? How will information affect 
them?”

During the interview
Gutknecht provided excellent ideas on how to 

maintain focus during an interview:
• Keep it simple and brief; remember, they may 

only use a few seconds of what you say. Make it 
so your brother the art major can understand it.

• Prepare three main points that you want to 
get across and weave them throughout your 
answers.

• When you’ve answered the question once, stop 
talking.

• Avoid negative information; turn a negative 
question into a positive. To achieve that, talk 
about benefits, not features; for example, tell 
them the end result of the highway project—not 
about the delay.

• Don’t provide personal opinions; provide public 
information. If they ask “What do you think?” 
say you represent the county.

• Don’t go off the record; there’s no such thing for 
some reporters.

• Don’t say “No comment.” If you don’t know the 
answer, say so. And never comment on an issue 
in litigation; those issues should be tried in the 
courtroom, not in the media.

• Don’t speculate; your speculation will be taken 
as reality. 

Next, he gave tips on personal appearance on TV:
• Control how you react to questions; don’t make 

funny faces.
• Keep your feet flat on the floor.
• Control your hands.
• Don’t label the question by saying, “That’s a 

good question.”
• Don’t say the reporter’s name during the inter-

view; remember: you’re talking to the public.
• Sit still—don’t rock, chew gum, or slouch.
• Forget the camera; keep your eyes on the inter-

viewer; that makes it easier to relax.
• Use a normal tone of voice.
• Remember the photographers and thank them; 

sometimes they have been there forever while 
the reporters come and go.

After	the	interview
Finally, Gutknecht talked about what to do after 

the interview:
• Monitor the coverage you get in all media.
• Thank them for a job well done—or if the story 

has factual errors, call the reporter and correct 
the inaccurate information. Print media will 
print a retraction. Broadcast media may or may 
not.

• Let your organization know you’ve done the 
interview. LTAP

—Dick Kronick, LTAP freelancer

Communications 101: Working with media

Minnesota LTAP has created articles summarizing 
five conference sessions:

• Tribal Technical Assistance Program (TTAP)—
Tribes, Transportation, and You

• Communications 101: How to Handle the 
Media; The 10 Commandments of Working 
with Your County Board

• Effective Lobbying Techniques 
• Rural Intelligent Transportation Systems
• Design and Maintenance for the Next 

Generation of Roundabouts
Excerpts from some of the articles follow. A PDF 

with all five articles is on our Publications page: 
www.mnltap.umn.edu/Publications/Factsheets. 
PowerPoints and more about the conference are on 
the NACE conference website:  
www.countyengineers.org. LTAP

NACE from page 1

Doug Fischer

Jim Grube

Julie Skallman, chair of the Minnesota LTAP Steering Committee and 
MnDOT state-aid engineer, accepted a resolution from NACE thanking 
her and MnDOT for their assistance with the conference. (photos by Greg 
Jensen, courtesy of NACE)

MnDOT’s multimedia whiz Gary Ruud with 
NACE president Tony Giancola
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In a technical session on April 20 at the annual 
NACE conference in Minneapolis, Bill Klingbeil 
of HR Green and Tim Arvidson of Stonebrooke 
Engineering held forth on what they’ve learned 
about designing modern roundabouts. With nearly 
100 roundabout designs between them, they knew 
what they were talking about.

Why	roundabouts?
 “Projects succeed or fail on their problem state-

ments,” Klingbeil said. “For a roundabout, you need 
a strong one stating why you’re doing it because the 
public will challenge you. Roundabouts put forward 
as landscaping features or gateways often fail in 
the first public involvement meeting.” He went on 
to say the legitimate justifications for roundabouts 
are safety and their ability to handle traffic. He 
described a safety success story in Scott County, 
Minnesota: “There had been four or five fatalities 
at the intersection of Highways 13 and 2. But since 
2006 when a roundabout went in, there has been 
just one minor crash.”

One	lane	or	two?
Klingbeil also warned against trying to justify a 

two-lane roundabout on the basis that traffic will 
increase later. He said drivers in two-lane round-
abouts with low traffic volumes tend to increase 
their speeds and may ignore lane markings, which 
can lead to crashes. He added that a better strategy 
may be to build a one-lane roundabout with room 
for expansion.

“In multi-lane roundabouts,” Klingbeil said, 
“there’s a problem with keeping trucks in their own 
lanes. You have to determine if trucks will be able 
to enter with single-lane entries or if they need both 
lanes to enter. And does the truck use both lanes in 
the circulating lanes?” In addition to these design 
issues, Klingbeil said greater attention needs to be 
given to driver training.

Snow	in	roundabouts
In the past, Klingbeil said, roundabouts have 

sometimes been designed too tight for snowplows; 
he listed several issues:

• Is the entry wide enough for the plow to get in? 
(he recommended 22-foot entries)

• Is the truck apron designed so it can be plowed?
• Is the truck apron designed for the plow’s 

weight?
He also discussed strategies for reducing the 

amount of snow in roundabouts:
• Snow drift modeling software developed by the 

University of Minnesota and MnDOT
• Designing sufficient snow berm space into the 

roundabout
• Corn rows
• Tree rows
• Snow fences
• Living snow fences
• Designing based on prevailing wind and 

amount of snow fall

Lighting
Klingbeil discussed the need for good light-

ing in roundabouts—especially in rural locations 
where there may be no other light source. He 
said Roundabouts: An Informal Guide published 
by FHWA (available online) does a good job of 
explaining lighting needs. In the absence of light-
ing in a rural roundabout, he added, retroreflective 

signage should be used and should be positioned 
at headlight level rather than the 7-foot MUTCD 
standard.

Construction	and	maintenance
Klingbeil emphasized the need for communica-

tion between designers and construction personnel 
and listed some issues: “Striping in roundabouts is 
not all tangent and not all parallel. So if you mea-
sure from the side of the curb, you can end with 
striping that doesn’t match up. And do you use paint 
or poly preform? Grinding the stripes in prevents 
them from being torn up by the plows. Also, be sure 
signs are placed	perpendicular to the line of sight.”

Oversize	vehicles	in	roundabouts
Both experts focused attention on how to accom-

modate oversize vehicles in roundabouts. “Though 
people used to say you design for WB 62 or WB 
67,” Arvidson said, “today, there are much larger 
trailers that may need to go through roundabouts.” 
He and Klingbeil showed examples—100-foot-long 
articulated vehicles with sophisticated steerable rear 
ends—many carrying wind turbine components. 
Arvidson used the diagram in Figure 1 to illustrate 
the problems faced by these vehicles. “Both the cen-
ter island and the outside edges can be obstacles,” he 
commented.

Arvidson went on to point out that there’s a fun-
damental trade-off involved in getting oversize 
vehicles through roundabouts. “To fit the big load 
through, if you widen and/or increase the radii of 
the entry lanes and/or increase the diameter of the 
circle, you will allow all drivers to increase their 
speeds. That’s likely to produce crashes and there-
fore begins to negate the safety factor that was the 
major justification for the roundabout in the first 
place.”

Klingbeil added: “There’s no silver bullet for the 
oversize vehicle problem. In fact, I find that about 
one out of three projects that starts out as a round-
about ends up being something else because of this 
issue. You have to think about all of the issues, all of 
the stakeholders, and use all of the tools available.” 
He listed several such tools:

• Separated right turns
• J turns
• Mountable curb
• Removable signs
• Truck aprons
• Reinforced soil in the central island
• External truck apron

Klingbeil showed a 
European roundabout 
with no raised center 
island—only a circle 
painted on the flat 
asphalt.  “Everyone 
there is familiar with 
how to drive round-
abouts, so they can 
get away with simply 
painting a circle,” he 
commented.

Both experts agreed 
that, in many cases, 
the solution is to 
design a roundabout 
that will at least allow 
oversize vehicles 
to move straight 
through—even if it 
will not allow them 
to make left or right 
turns. An audience 
member in the truck-
ing industry agreed 
that straight-through 
movement is usu-
ally what’s required 
to get oversize 
loads where they’re going. Klingbeil showed the 
example in Figure 2, currently under construction 
in Moorhead, Minnesota, as one solution. The left 
offset of the entry lanes will accommodate straight-
through movement of 115-foot 13-axle vehicles.

Arvidson also discussed the possibility of a cut-
through lane straight across the center island, as in 
Figure 3.

In concluding, Arvidson said, “People keep ask-
ing for standardized roundabout designs that can 
accommodate all vehicle sizes. And we keep say-
ing ‘Sorry, every intersection is different, and every 
vehicle is different. We need to know the configura-
tion of the available space and of the vehicles that 
need to navigate the intersection.’” He added, how-
ever, that it would be useful to have a database of 
roundabout designs for specific situations. LTAP

—Dick Kronick, LTAP freelancer

Roundabouts seen through the lens of experience

Figure 1: Oversize load superimposed on a roundabout design 
with potential conflict points darkened

Figure 3: Cut-through lane with gates to accommodate oversize vehi-
cles.

Figure 2: Roundabout with left offset 
to accommodate oversize vehicles
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ITS systems for rural roads that actually get drivers’ attention
In a technical session at the recent NACE confer-
ence in Minneapolis, Dennis Foderberg of SEH 
Inc. discussed intelligent transportation systems 
(ITS) developed by SEH in collaboration with 
Network Transportation Technologies, Inc. These 
systems address the problem of crashes on low-
volume roads. Foderberg noted that, nationally, 
about two-thirds of fatalities due to crashes occur 
on rural roads and that most of these are caused 
by unsafe speed, failure to yield, or some form of 
driver inattention. In response, he discussed four 
types of systems that have been deployed since 
2007 to warn drivers with flashing lights built into 
otherwise typical looking MUTCD-approved signs:

• Intersection Warning System—activates lights 
on a “Look For Traffic” sign when a vehicle 
approaches on the crossroad.

• Stop Sign Warning System—activates lights on a 
STOP sign as a vehicle approaches the sign.

• Curve Warning System—activates lights on 
curve signs when vehicles are being operated 
above safe speed.

• Driver Behavior Evaluation System—records 
data on vehicle behavior that can be analyzed 
and used as a design input.

Design	characteristics
“The systems we’re developing are all made of 

commercial off-the-shelf components,” Foderberg 
said. “The only proprietary component is the soft-
ware containing algorithms that we’re developing.” 
He described several major characteristics of the 
systems:

They are	dynamic	in the sense that lights flash 
in direct response to vehicle behavior. He said this 
is their most important characteristic and added 
that “if something is always the same like a rumble 
strip, sooner or later people begin to ignore it.” All 
the dynamic lights in these systems are triggered 
by Doppler radar.

They are solar/battery-powered because in most 
rural places AC power is unavailable. This also 
makes the systems relatively portable. He noted 
that one of the few design issues is keeping mois-
ture away from the batteries. 

Their	modular design and small size make the 
systems relatively easy to install and maintain by 
county staff. Compact size is important because 

there is limited right-of-way in many places where 
the systems are needed.

They are	relatively low cost. Foderberg noted that 
a typical traffic-light system costs about $250,000, 
whereas these systems cost about an order of mag-
nitude less. For example, he said three intersec-
tion warning systems installed in Wright County, 
Minnesota, cost about $46,000 each. “As with any 
technology,” he added, “the first few are costly, but 
the next 1,000 are much less expensive.”

Each system has a fault indicator that becomes 
visible when power has been interrupted.

System	configuration
Figure 4 shows the basic components common to 

all the systems.  Each system is made up of detec-
tion nodes that trigger the sign nodes.

Results
Foderberg discussed the system that has been 

deployed the longest—about four years. This is an 
intersection warning system at County Road 47 
and Lawndale Lane in a rural part of Hennepin 
County, Minnesota—a location where there had 
been a significant number of crashes. An evalua-
tion of the system conducted by SRF Consulting 
Group, Inc. showed that, since deployment, there 
had been a reduction from 3.9 to 1.8 “conflicts” 
per 1,000 vehicles—and no fatalities related to the 
system. Drivers who used the intersection judged 
the system to be “reliable and effective at warning 
[them] of approaching cross-street traffic.” Other 
results:

• 94.2% were aware of the sign.
• 88.5% understood the meaning of the sign.
• 79.4% had improved awareness of approaching 

traffic.
• 65.2% are more likely to stop when the sign is 

flashing.
• Half indicated they pay more attention when 

the sign is flashing.
• In addition, the system was found to be opera-

tional 98.6% of the time during a six-month 
test period.

Driver	Behavior	Evaluation	System
The Driver Behavior Evaluation System (DBES) 

is different from the other three systems, all of 
which are designed to warn drivers. Foderberg said 
the DBES “was developed in response to county 
engineers who told us they really don’t know what 
drivers are doing.” A prototype DBES that is now 
deployed in Olmsted County, Minnesota, records 
exactly what vehicles are doing: slowing down, 
stopping, etc., and outputs data to a spreadsheet. 
LTAP

—Dick Kronick, LTAP freelancer

Figure 4: Detection node (left) and sign node (right)

In a technical session at the NACE conference 
titled “Tribal Technical Assistance Program: Tribes, 
Transportation, and You,” four speakers discussed 
ways that tribal governments are cooperating with 
local, state, and federal transportation officials to 
build and maintain good roads in Indian Country. 
Jim Grothaus, Minnesota LTAP director, moder-
ated the session. Excerpts of their presentations are 
below, and full coverage is in the fact sheet at www
.mnltap.umn.edu/Publications/Factsheets.

U.S.	government	and	tribal	roads
Ron Hall led off the session by summariz-

ing major milestones in the U.S. government’s 
transportation-related dealings with the 565 fed-
erally recognized Indian tribes. One component 
of this was the creation of seven Tribal Technical 
Assistance Programs (TTAPs) in 1991 as part of 
ISTEA (federal surface transportation legislation). 
The TTAPs are administered through the FHWA 
and are part of the nationwide Local Technical 
Assistance Program. Hall is the director of the 
TTAP for the Four Corners states: Colorado, Utah, 
Arizona, and New Mexico. 

Hall listed resources for tribal road issues:
• TTAP websites at www.LTAP.org
• Three offices within FHWA: Office 

of Planning, Office of Legislative and 
Governmental Affairs, and Federal Lands 
Highways

• AASHTO’s web page dealing with tribal 
consultation

• Transportation Research Board’s Committee 
on Native American Transportation 
Issues—soon to publish its Guidebook For 
Successful Communication, Cooperation, and 
Coordination Strategies Between Transportation 
Agencies and Tribal Communities

• NCHRP 366—Synthesis on Tribal 
Transportation Programs

• National Tribal Transportation Conference—
Nashville, Tennessee, Nov. 14-17, 2011

Cass	County	and	Leech	Lake	Reservation
The next two presenters were Dave Enblom, the 

county engineer in Cass County, Minnesota, and 
Art Chase, operations manager for Leech Lake 
Reservation Tribal Roads. Both provided examples 

of cooperation between their agencies.
Enblom discussed a successful collaboration 

among his agency, Chase’s agency, and Rogers 
township: “Fifteen years ago, our county identified 
a wide range of tribal-county issues: law enforce-
ment, child welfare, human services—and also 
transportation. One of the transportation issues 
involved the level of service on Indian Service 
Road (ISR) 6, which provides access to Boy Lake 
in northeast Cass County, Minnesota. Because it’s 
a route that primarily serves non-Indians, it wasn’t 
a high priority for the tribe—but it was a high pri-
ority for the county and Rogers Township. At the 
county, we wanted to identify a project that could 
exemplify how the reservation and the county 
could work together.”

Enblom explained that the area traversed by the 
road is a patchwork of lands owned by Chippewa 
National Forest, the Leech Lake Reservation, and 
private parties: “It’s in a very rural part of Cass 
County, about 30 miles from the closest incorpo-
rated town. For a long time, the road had been in 
rough shape. It goes through wetlands and was 
often impassable in the springtime.” He outlined 

Building bridges and roads between tribes and transportation agencies

Tribes continued on page 11

An intersection warning system sign
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the shelf
Questions? Contact Anne Shelley, Minnesota LTAP librarian, 612-624-3646, ashelley@umn.edu.

Vegetation Control for Safety: A 
Guide for Local Highway and Street 
Maintenance Personnel Federal 
Highway Administration, 2011)

The purpose of this publication is to help 
local road agency maintenance workers 
identify locations where vegetation control 
is needed to improve traffic and pedestrian 
safety, to provide guidance for maintenance 
crews, and to make them aware of safe ways 
to mow, cut brush, and otherwise control road-
side vegetation.

Guidelines for Vegetation 
Management (American Association of 
State Highway and Transportation Officials, 
2011) 

This publication is designed to assist 
managers in integrating the roadside veg-
etation management process into highway 
project planning, design, construction, and 
maintenance.

  

Transportation Planning and 
Sustainability Guidebook (Federal 
Highway Administration, 2011)

This report explores ways that sustainability 
considerations might be better incorporated 
into transportation planning.

Guidelines for Ramp and 
Interchange Spacing (Transportation 
Research Board, 2011)

The report is designed to help aid the 
decision-making process when an agency 
is considering new ramps or interchanges 
on existing facilities, modifying ramps and 
interchanges of existing facilities, or planning 
and designing new highway and interchange 
facilities.

Strategies to Attract and Retain a 
Capable Transportation Workforce 
(Transportation Research Board, 2011)

This report provides information on work-
force challenges, industry strategies, and 
detailed descriptions of noteworthy practices 

within each of 15 recruitment and retention 
categories.

Protocols for Collecting and Using 
Traffic Data in Bridge Design 
(Transportation Research Board, 2011)

This report explores a set of protocols and 
methodologies for using available recent truck 
traffic data to develop and calibrate vehicu-
lar loads for superstructure design, fatigue 
design, deck design, and design for overload 
permits

Research Pays Off: Wyoming Rural 
Roads Safety Program: Focusing 
Locally on High-Risk Segments 
(University of Wyoming, 2011)

To address rural road safety issues, 
the University of Wyoming developed the 
Wyoming Rural Road Safety Program (WRRSP) 
to help counties identify high-risk rural road-
ways and develop a strategy to obtain funding 
to reduce crashes on the riskiest segments. 
LTAP

Search me

The Minnesota LTAP website features 
custom search engines to help you 
find information. You can search:

 •LTAP & TTAP Centers
 •State DOTs
 •Transit agencies
 •University transportation centers

Bookmark www.mnltap.umn.edu
/publications/library.

Another great resource is TLCat, 
the Transportation Libraries Catalog. 
It is an online database of the leading 
transportation libraries with extensive 
transportation-related research and 
publications. Along with links to many 
other organizations, TLCat is acces-
sible at www.mnltap.umn.edu/Topics
/Organizations. LTAP

the road’s history:
• In the mid-70s, there was informal cooperation 

on routine maintenance. The county took over 
maintenance of the road. In return, the tribe 
worked on some county roads closer to its head-
quarters at the town of Cass Lake; that coopera-
tion ended in the mid-1990s.

• In 2001, Leech Lake Tribal Roads facilitated a 
reconstruction upgrade—a lift and drainage 
project. To do this, they took advantage of the 
U.S. Navy SEABEEs Walking Shield program. 
Coordinated through the BIA, that program 
made SEABEEs available to Indian reserva-
tions for road improvement in rural areas. Cass 
County participated by placing the final gravel 
surface.

• In 2002, Cass County wanted to be sure ISR 6 
didn’t deteriorate, so the county entered into a 
formal operation and maintenance agreement 
with Rogers Township and the Leech Lake 
Tribe. With the tribe contributing by bringing in 
the SEABEEs to reconstruct, the county agreed 
to handle ongoing maintenance.

• In 2008, ISR 6 was wearing out. In response, the 
Cass County Board of Commissioners passed 
a resolution to secure funds for additional 
upgrades and improvements in support of Leech 
Lake Tribal Roads.

• In 2009, a new agreement was reached. It stated 
that the county would do maintenance; the 
tribe would pay for any betterment such as 
additional gravel or blacktop; and the county, 
tribe, and township would all contribute funds. 
A major component of this agreement was that 
ISR 6, which had been an IRR road, was also 
formally designated as Cass County Road 172. 
This allowed the county to use its tax revenue 
to upgrade the road. In addition, it allowed the 
county to fund improvements beyond the agree-
ment—to treat it as any other county road.

• In 2010, the Leech Lake Tribe obtained ARRA 
(federal stimulus) funds and devoted a signifi-
cant amount of those funds to improvement of 
the road.

Enblom said there’s no guarantee that the existing 
agreement will go forward when new leaders are 
elected, and that any party can pull out with notice. 

But, he said, “Probably, no one will pull out unless 
there’s a problem. So that puts the responsibility on 
the county highway department to make sure every-
thing runs smoothly. By making it a county road, it 
becomes harder for the county to back out. There 
would need to be hearings—and the neighbors near 
the lake would not like to see the road deteriorate.”

In conclusion, Enblom noted that the success 
of this project has led to cooperation between the 
county and the tribe on non-transportation-related 
issues, such as law enforcement and out-of-home 
placement for children. “It really worked out well. 
Art’s department and our department all feel that 
we led the way on cooperation between tribal and 
county officials.”

Leech	Lake	Tribal	Roads
Art Chase followed with another success story. He 

said that, in 1998, when Leech Lake Tribal Roads 
began, it had a director (himself) and two techni-
cians. “We were crowded into a 14 x 14 room, and 
our budget was $492,000 for construction and 
maintenance on 98 miles of BIA roads. With that 
level of funding, all you can do is save until you can 
afford to do a project.”

“But by 2009, we had 1,817 miles of roads on our 
inventory because we were able to count the BIA, 
state, county, township, and federal roads. With that 
increase, our annual budget was $7 million. Now we 
have seven people in our maintenance department 
and six in our construction department. When we 
started, we had one grader, one dump truck, and 
one sweeper. Now we have five dump trucks, two 
graders, three sweepers, and a sign truck, so we can 

do a lot more. We’ve done three roads working with 
Dave Enblom of Cass County and another one with 
Beltrami and Itasca Counties. We’ve also worked 
on 12 roads with ARRA funds. But now the federal 
government wants to change the rules again; they 
don’t want us to be able to count some of the state 
and county roads in our inventory. If that happens, 
we will lose some of our funding.”

Chase described a current project: “It’s an old, 
winding 13-mile road that has no shoulders. There 
have been a lot of fatal accidents there. After two 
years of work with Beltrami County and the U.S. 
Forestry Service, we have a plan to rebuild that road. 
We’re going to add a 7-foot shoulder and straighten 
the curves.”

Minnesota	Advocacy	Council	for	Tribal	
Transportation

The final speaker was Mike Robinson, MnDOT’s 
district engineer for District 1 based in Duluth. 
He described the Minnesota Advocacy Council for 
Tribal Transportation (ACTT). Established in 2006, 
ACTT’s mission is “to establish a coherent strategy 
for Indian reservation transportation through effec-
tive collaboration and partnerships.”

Robinson described examples of issues that came 
to the council and resulted in policy changes for 
MnDOT and the tribes. One dealt with roadside 
vegetation. “MnDOT is concerned that invasive spe-
cies or volunteer growth may become a safety issue,” 
he said. “Our typical response is to use a herbicide 
and eventually to mechanically remove it. But that’s 
a sensitive issue on reservations. They don’t want 
us to use herbicides because it can harm the plant 
life they want to protect—and there are potential 
groundwater issues. So the committee developed a 
memorandum of understanding. It’s not a contract. 
All it says is that MnDOT will always contact the 
tribe and work collaboratively.” He showed the first 
of these memoranda of understanding and said, 
“This was the first in the country, and it received an 
award from the FHWA in 2009 for environmental 
stewardship. We’re very proud of it.”

For more about the council, see www.dot.state
.mn.us/mntribes/actt.  LTAP

—Dick Kronick, LTAP freelancer

Tribes from page 10

One issue that MnDOT and tribes worked on was the use of herbicides 
for roadside vegetation.
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Calendar
If your professional organization meets on a regular basis, let us include the information here. Contact us at mnltap@umn.edu.
For an up-to-date list of events in Minnesota, please see the LTAP workshops and events calendar: www.mnltap.umn.edu/training.

Date Event Location Contact

October

LTAP Oct. 5–6 2011 Minnesota Fall Maintenance Expo St. Cloud, Minn. http://mnfallexpo.com
 Oct. 6–7 8th Annual AirTAP Fall Forum Breezy Point, Minn. www.airtap.umn.edu/Events/FallForum
 Oct. 12–14 Minnesota Public Transit Conference St. Paul, Minn. www.mpta-transit.org
 Oct. 18–19 Water Resources Annual Conference St. Paul, Minn. www.wrc.umn.edu/waterconference

November–December

 Nov. 16 American Public Works Association–Minnesota Chapter Fall Workshop Brooklyn Center, Minn. www.cce.umn.edu/APWA-Minnesota-Chapter/index.html
 Nov. 16–17 Minnesota Toward Zero Deaths (TZD) Annual Conference Duluth, Minn. www.minnesotatzd.org/events/conference
 Nov. 17–18 American Public Works Association–Minnesota Chapter Fall Conference Brooklyn Center, Minn. www.cce.umn.edu/APWA-Minnesota-Chapter/index.html
 Dec. 7 58th Annual Asphalt Conference St. Louis Park, Minn. www.asphaltisbest.com
 Dec. 8 Annual Concrete Conference St. Paul, Minn. www.cce.umn.edu/concrete

tRaining and education

LTAP workshops 
LTAP workshops, along with events cosponsored by 
Minnesota LTAP, are marked with an LTAP above. 
Check the Web for details: www.mnltap.umn.edu
/Events. You may also register online.

Brochures advertising upcoming LTAP workshops 
are mailed six weeks prior to the first scheduled 
workshop. Electronic notices are sent as a reminder 
approximately three weeks later. To be included on 
our electronic mailing list, contact Minnesota LTAP at 
mnltap@umn.edu or call 612-625-1813. 

Disability accommodations are provided upon 
request.

CTAP workshops
If the events above aren’t convenient for you, con-
sider scheduling a Circuit Training and Assistance 
Program (CTAP) workshop in your neck of the woods. 
CTAP uses a fully equipped van to provide on-site 
technical assistance and training. Current CTAP train-
ing courses and special presentations are:
•   Asphalt Pavement Maintenance and Preservation 

(0.5 cr)
•   Culvert Installation and Maintenance (0.5 cr)
•   Gravel Road Maintenance / Dust Control (0.5 cr)
•   Roadside Vegetation Management and Erosion 

Control (0.5 cr)
•   Snow and Ice Control Material Application (0.5 cr)
•   Truck and Equipment Washing Best Practices (0.5 cr)
•   Work-Zone Traffic Control and Flagger Training  

(0.5 cr)

CTAP workshops are informal and usually hands-
on—in fact, many are held in or adjacent to mainte-
nance facilities. Sites with easy access for the van are 
preferred. CTAP fees are $250.00 for 8 to 10 partici-
pants and $350.00 for 11 to 40 participants. The fees 
are for a two- to four-hour CTAP workshop. To sched-
ule classes, call the CTAP instructor, Kathy Schaefer, 
at 651-366-3575, or e-mail Kathleen.Schaefer@dot
.state.mn.us. 

Roads Scholar credit
You can earn credits in Minnesota LTAP’s Roads Schol-
ar program by attending LTAP and CTAP workshops 
and other cosponsored events (credits are indicated 
above). Required workshops and electives are subject 
to change. To learn more or enroll in the program, visit 
www.mnltap.umn.edu/roadsscholar. LTAP

SHARE YOUR

PLEASE ROUTE TO OTHERS

News from our coordinator Fall maintenance expo: October 5–6
Mark your calendars for the Minnesota Fall Maintenance Expo at the St. Cloud 
Public Works Facility, October 5 and 6. Highlights will include the annual 
“Snow Roadeo.”  

The fall expo is sponsored by the Minnesota chapter of the American 
Public Works Association, the Minnesota Street Superintendents Association, 
Minnesota LTAP, MnDOT, and the Minnesota Local Road Research Board. 

Watch for the brochure in your mail. For more information, contact Kathy 
Warren with the Minnesota Fall Maintenance Expo Planning Committee at 
651-351-7432, or e-mail kwarren@usinternet.com. LTAP

Mindy Carlson and Sue Lodahl at the MnDOT Transportation Equipment Showcase. They are sitting on the 
“Snow Walker,” an invention out of Glenwood County. The project received OPERA funds. A report about it 
is at www.mnltap.umn.edu/about/programs/opera. Snow Walker will also be showcased at the Minnesota 
Fall Maintenance Expo.

The College of Continuing Education 
at the University of Minnesota is 
offering an online Turfgrass Pathology 
course via the course management 
system Moodle.

As governmental agencies continue 
to regulate inputs on turfgrass, it will 
be important for turfgrass managers 
to know how to meet new turfgrass 
management challenges—especially 
concerning turfgrass diseases. Each 
disease has a unique profile and 
requires different tactics for effective 

control. This course will equip turf-
grass managers with the expertise nec-
essary for controlling diseases in this 
challenging environment.

The course is designed for anybody 
who works with turfgrass: park super-
visors, lawn care providers, lawn and 
landscape maintenance employees, 
landscapers, etc. 

Read more about it at www.cce
.umn.edu/Turfgrass-Management 
/index.html. LTAP

Turfgrass pathology course online

If you haven’t been to the Minnesota 
LTAP website in awhile, go to www.
mnltap.umn.edu and check it out.  
Our very talented CTS communica-
tions staff has updated the site with 
a new look and quick and easy links 
to our news stories, workshops, and 
programs. We have also added a place 
to show new and interesting short 
videos on anything from potholes to 
stormwater. 

I recently had the opportunity to 
attend MnDOT’s “Transportation 
Equipment Showcase” held at the 
City of Lakeville’s truck station in 
June. It had an impressive display of 
equipment and demos, provided fact 
sheets for each piece, and held a very 
informative presentation on salt brine 
blending. 

This year at the Spring Maintenance 
Training Expo, we honored 10 Roads 

Scholar graduates. The Roads Scholar 
ceremony has become my favorite 
part of the expo. It’s an opportunity to 
recognize the hard work and dedica-
tion of our students for committing to 
continue their education and improve 
their skills, which benefits all of us 
in Minnesota. The Roads Scholar 
Yearbook is included with this edi-
tion of the Exchange. Congratulations 
again to all of you! 

Keep an eye out for upcoming 
Roads Scholar workshop informa-
tion. We are currently working on the 
fall, winter, and spring course offer-
ings. We are also planning to offer 
the summer motor grader training 
in 2012; please don’t wait to get your 
application in once you receive the 
information. 

Have a great and safe summer! LTAP
—Mindy Carlson, LTAP coordinator


